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Abstract. While evolutionary development methodologies have become increasingly prevalent, in-
cremental testing methods are lagging behind. Most traditional test generation algorithms – includ-
ing the Transition Tour method – rebuild test sequences fromscratch even if minimal changes to the
system have been made. In the current paper we propose two incremental algorithms to update a
Transition Tour test sequence after changes in a deterministic finite state machine model. Our solu-
tion uses existing information – the Eulerian graph of a previous version of the system and an Euler
tour in it – to update the test cases of the system in response to modification. The first algorithm
keeps an Eulerian graph up to date, while the second algorithm maintains an Euler tour in the aug-
mented graph. Analytical and practical analyses show that our algorithms are very efficient in the
case of changing specifications. We also demonstrate our methods through an example.

Keywords: finite state machine; test generation algorithms; incremental algorithms; incremental
test generation.
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1. Introduction

Although test generation methods based on finite state machine (FSM) have been studied exten-
sively in the last decades [18, 4, 6] very little effort has been invested in dynamic scenarios involving
changing system specifications. This is especially surprising considering that most recent system
development models propose incremental approaches involving step-by-step refinement of the sys-
tem under development [27, 13, 7]. From the testing perspective, evolutionary approaches open new
possibilities to improve test generation methods. By identifying the effect of changes in each itera-
tion step during the development, one may want to reuse as much as possible of the test set of the
previous version of the system, and focus test generation only on specific parts of the system. This
may result in significantly faster test generation in most iterative development scenarios.

In 2007 an efficient, bounded incremental algorithm was proposed [23] to maintain the test set of the
HIS-method [24, 34] if an FSM specification is modified by a change. However, in large systems, the
test suite of the HIS is typically too extensive, thus, its practical usage is limited. In a typical software
testing framework, the much shorter test sequence of the Transition Tour [21] is also adequate.

In this paper we develop two novel bounded incremental algorithms to automatically modify the
Transition Tour test sequence in response to changes to the system specification. It is shown that the
time complexity of the proposed algorithm depends on the size of the modified part of the specifica-
tion.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A short overview of our assumptions and notations is
given in Section 2. The Chinese Postman Problem and the traditional approach to generate Transition
Tours are also briefly discussed. Section 3 gives a quick overview of incremental test generation
and incremental testing. In Section 4 we introduce the incremental algorithms for maintaining the
Transition Tour across changes, demonstrate them through an example and provide analytic and
practical analyses of their complexity. Finally, we conclude the paper with Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Graphs

Let G = (V, E) be a labeled directed graph (possibly with loops and parallel edges), whereV =
{s1, . . . , sn} denotes the set of nodes andE = {e1, . . . , em} denotes the set of directed edges. Let
the number of nodes and edges be denoted byn = |V| andm = |E|, respectively.

A directed pathin a directed graphG is a sequence of nodes such that from each node there is a
directed edge inG to the next node in the sequence. A finite path always has a firstnode, calledstart
node, and a last node, calledend node. Let the directed path from start nodesy to end nodesx be
denoted bysy → . . . → sx.

A directed graph isstrongly connected, iff a directed path exists from each node to every other
node. Thestrongly connected components(SCCs) of graphG are the maximal strongly connected
subgraphs of graphG. If an SCC consists of a single node, we call it asingletonSCC, otherwise it is
a non-singleton SCC. Adirected acyclic graph(DAG) is a directed graph that does not have directed
cycles. A directed graph is DAG iff all of its SCCs are singletons.

Let the number of directed edges originating from nodesj be denoted byd+(sj), and the number of
directed edges that lead to nodesj by d−(sj). We say that nodesj is balancediff d−(sj) = d+(sj),
otherwise unbalanced. We say that a directed graph isEulerian, if it is strongly connected and
balanced for every node.
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2.2. Finite State Machines

Finite State Machines (FSMs) have been widely used for decades to model systems in various areas,
such as sequential circuits [11], communication protocols[14], some types of programs [1] (in lex-
ical analysis, pattern matching, etc.) and object-oriented software testing [2]. Several specification
languages, such as SDL [15] and ESTELLE [31], are extensionsof the FSM formalism.

An FSM M is a quadrupleM = (I,O, S, T ) whereI, O, andS are the finite and nonempty sets
of input symbols, output symbols and states, respectively.T ⊆ S × I × O × S is the finite set of
transitions between states. Each transitiont ∈ T is a quadruplet = (sj , i, o, sk), wheresj ∈ S is
the start state,i ∈ I is an input symbol,o ∈ O is an output symbol andsk ∈ S is the next state.
FSMM is deterministicif for all (sj , i) state–input pairs there exists at most one transition inT .

An FSM can be represented by a state transition graph, a directed edge-labeled graph whose nodes
correspond to the states of the machine and whose edges to thestate transitions. Each edge is labeled
with a pair of input and output symbols, which is associated with the corresponding transition.

In the description of our algorithms, we use the graph terminology because it describes a more
general approach. However, it is important to emphasize that the purpose of our algorithms is to
maintain a test sequence of a system, whose description is given in the form of an FSM.

In the rest of the paper we consider strongly connected, deterministic FSMs.

2.3. Representing changes to FSMs

In order to develop incremental algorithms for FSM testing we need to discuss how to represent
changes to FSMs.

We consider the following atomic graph operators:

• adding or removing an edge,

• adding or removing an isolated node,

• adding or removing the label associated with an edge.

The changes of the FSMs can be described by FSM fault models – see [5] and its extension [3].
Based on the fault model of [3], we consider the following FSMfault operators, which can be
derived from applying atomic graph operators consecutively:

• Adding or removing a transition corresponds to adding or removing an edge and the label
associated with it. To add a label to a new transition we add a pair of an input symboli ∈ I
and an output symbolo ∈ O, so that the input symbol can be any symbol that is not used in
any transition originating from the state the new transition originates from. This assumption
is necessary to preserve the deterministic property of the FSM.

• Removing a state corresponds to removing an isolated node and all the edges with their asso-
ciated labels that originate from or lead to this node.

• Changing the output label of a transition corresponds to removing the label of the transition
and adding a new label that has the same input symbol as but a different output symbol than
the removed label.

• Changing the next state of a transition can be achieved by composing two previously discussed
FSM fault operators: removing a transition and then adding atransition with a same start state
and same input–output label.
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• Adding a state with one incoming and one outgoing transitioncan be produced by the com-
position of adding a state, adding a transition that originates from this state, and changing the
next state of a transition so that it leads to the added state.

The changing of the output label of a transition and the changing of the next state of a transition
are frequently applied steps in changing system specifications, because they preserve the determin-
istic property of the FSM. Adding a state with one incoming and one outgoing transition is also
a frequently applied step as it prevents the added state frombecoming isolated. However, some
changes described above may not preserve the strongly connected condition of the FSM. This is not
a problem in our case, because our algorithm presented in Section 4.2 is able to show if the strongly
connected condition does not hold after a series of changes is applied to the graph of specification
FSMM .

In the following we use the graph representation of FSMs to describe our algorithms, thus we use the
FSM fault operators discussed above in the graph representation form. In the following we assume
that if an edge is added or removed then its edge label is also added or removed in the way described
above for the case of adding a transition.

2.4. Euler tour

An Euler tour is a cycle that traverses every edge exactly once in a given graph. In directed graphs
there exists an Euler tour iff the graph is strongly connected and every node of the graph is balanced,
i.e.,∀sj : d−(sj) = d+(sj) [12].

There are two different representations of Euler-tours: edge-pairing representation and next-node
representation [8]. In theedge-pairing representation, a list of ordered pairs of consecutive directed
edges is created for each node. In thenext-node representation, an order of the edges is defined for
each node and the node is left after thelth visit across the edge labeled withl. Both representations
have a corresponding algorithm that finds an Euler tour, theyare called end-pairing and next-node
pairing algorithm, respectively [8].

We use the next-node representation in Section 4.2 to maintain an Euler tour across updates, so the
next-node pairing algorithm [8] is shortly discussed:

• STEP 1: Select any nodesr ∈ GE . Find a spanning treeT of Eulerian graphGE , for which
edges are directed toward the rootsr of T . Thus, every nodesk (exceptk = r) of this tree has
one edge directed away fromsk.

• STEP 2: For any nodesk (exceptk = r) specify arbitrary orderLk of the edges directed away
from sk with the restriction that the edge of the spanning treeT is the last in the ordering. For
the rootsr, specify an arbitrary orderLr of the edges directed away fromsr.

• STEP 3: Finally, the Euler tour ofGE can be found by starting from the nodesr and always
traversing an unused edge that has the lowest sequential number in the ordered list of edges
Lx of the corresponding nodesx. If the start nodesr is reached and all edges originating from
nodesr have been traversed, then terminate.

2.5. The Chinese Postman Problem and the Transition Tour method

The objective of the Chinese Postman Problem (CPP) is to find aminimum cost walk that covers
each edge of the given graph at least once and return to the start node. The resulting sequence is
called the postman tour of the given graph. The original problem was addressed in [17] and different
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variations derived from the original CPP and their solutions are summarized in [9]. There are several
applications of the CPP. It can be used to optimize routing problems, such as mail delivery, snow
removal or garbage collection, where streets of a given citycorrespond to edges of the graph [9].

A special case of the CPP is the Directed Chinese Postman Problem (DCPP), where each edge of
the graph is directed. The DCPP is used in the field of testing [4, 29, 32] to generate an optimal test
sequence that traverses every transition of the specification machine at least once. With unit cost for
each edge this is known as the Transition Tour (TT) method [21]. The TT is the shortest possible
test sequence, which provides 100 percent transition coverage and 100 percent state coverage of the
specification FSM [33].

The algorithms that solve the DCPP [8, 22, 20] have two main parts: (1) Augmenting the original
graphG by duplicating some edges to make the graph Eulerian. (2) Creating an Euler tour of the
Eulerian graphGE . The resulting Euler tour of the augmented graphGE is the postman tour of the
original graphG.

There are several algorithms that produce an optimal Eulerian graph (i.e. the total cost of added
augmenting edges is minimal). The algorithm presented in [8, 22] reduces the original problem to
a minimum cost network flow problem or an equivalent transportation problem and hasO(n3) time
complexity. The algorithm presented in [20] also uses a similar procedure with time complexity
O(k · n2), where “constantk is closely related to the structure of the network. For some problem
instances, such as the sparse network,k could be much smaller thanm andn” [20]. However,
complexity calculations of these solutions assume that thegraph is simple, i.e. the graph does not
have parallel and loop edges. If this assumption does not hold – a graph of an FSM may contain
loops and parallel edges – we cannot have anm < n2 upper bound for the number of edges. Thus,
in the worst case, the algorithm presented in [20] requires(m − n + 1)(3 · n2/2 + 3 · m) steps
of computation [20], i.e., its complexity isO(m · (n2 + m)). For the same reason the solutions
presented in [8] and [22] have the complexity ofO(n3 +m).

After graphG has been augmented to an Eulerian graphGE , an Euler tour inGE can be found. Let
x denote the number of augmented edges used by the previous algorithm that transformed graphG
to an Eulerian graphGE . An Euler tour then can be created with a complexity ofO(m + x) with
the next-node pairing algorithm discussed earlier in Section 2.4.

3. Incremental Test Generation and Incremental Testing

(a) Batch algorithm (b) Incremental algorithm

Figure 1. Batch and incremental algorithms

A batch algorithmfor a given problem is an algorithm that computes the solution f(y) of the prob-
lem on some inputy without assuming any previous results; if inputy has been changed intoy′, it
generates the new outputf(y′) from scratch – see Figure 1(a). Virtually, all FSM-based test genera-
tion algorithms [18, 4, 6] are batch algorithms. The input ofthese methods is the system specification
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as an FSM model and the output consists of test sequences for the given specification. Anincremen-
tal algorithmassumes that the same problem has been solved already on a slightly different input. It
uses previous inputy, along with the changesdy and the previous outputf(y) to generate the new
outputf(y′) = f(y + dy) – see Figure 1(b). In the case of test generation, an incremental algo-
rithm would utilize existing test sequences to generate newtest sequences for the updated system
version. As a result, it may generate the solution for the given problem significantly faster than a
batch algorithm.

3.1. Related Work

An incremental approach in the field of testing has been first introduced by El-Fakih et al. [10].
The method generates test cases only for the modified parts ofthe system, but it is not capable of
maintaining a complete test set across changes. The method of El-Fakih et al. [10] presumes that
the parts of the implementation which correspond to the unmodified parts of the specification have
not been changed accidentally or intentionally.

An interesting aspect of incremental test generation for evolving systems is when only a part of
the given specification is implemented. Jääskel̈ainen [16] presents a solution in which the unimple-
mented parts of the specification can be filtered out to support incremental testing: the remaining
parts can be used to generate test cases for the implemented portion of the product. Sim̃ao and Pe-
trenko [25] investigate the case how a predefined test set could be incrementally extended until the
desired fault coverage is achieved, but they do not deal withevolving, changing specifications.

In [28] a framework has been developed to analyze the effectsof changes on the test sequences by
identifying the consistency between the test cases and the specification machine. Following this
work, an incremental algorithm was proposed in [23] for keeping a complete test set up-to-date after
an FSM specification has been modified by a change, if the original test cases are given in the form
of the HIS-method [24, 34]. The total complexity of the solution introduced in [23] isO(p · n ·∆),
wherep = |I| denotes the number of inputs and∆ ≤ n2 denotes the number of test sequences that
have to be modified, i.e., the number of test cases to be generated in worst case is equivalent to those
generated by a batch algorithm withO(p · n3) complexity.

Although the solution discussed in [23] makes the HIS-method much more efficient in case of chang-
ing specifications because of the structure of the test cases, both the test generation and the test
execution still require a huge amount of time. For complex systems the test set would be simply
unacceptably large to execute. Thus, a test designer would rather select a less exhaustive coverage
criteria such as state and transition coverage [2, 26], which is also adequate in the typical software
testing framework [2]. The TT covers all of the transitions and states of the specification FSM and
its test execution requires onlyO(m + x) complexity. The generation of a TT test sequence how-
ever requiresO(n3 +m+ x) or O(m · (n2 +m) + x) complexity depending on the method used,
either [8], [22] or [20], as described in Section 2.5. In the case of software testing [1], when the new
code is compiled and tested only few times, test generation requires much more time than execution.
Thus, more efficient test generation is required. In Section4 we propose incremental algorithms,
which utilize existing information of the previous system version and generate the test sequence
for the new system much more efficiently than its counterparts. Moreover, these algorithms require
fewer assumptions about FSM specifications and they can handle multiple and many more types of
changes than the one proposed in [23].
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4. Incremental Maintenance of Transition Tour

Similarly to previous approaches solving the Directed Chinese Postman Problem (DCPP), our solu-
tion – which keeps the TT test sequence up to date across changes – contains two parts: Keep Graph
Eulerian (KGE, presented in Section 4.1) that maintains a graph to keep it Eulerian after changes,
and Keep Euler Tour (KET, presented in Section 4.2) that maintains the Euler tour in this updated
Eulerian graph.

Figure 2. The block diagram of the incremental maintenance of Transition Tour

The high-level view of our approach is presented in Figure 2.The upper part of the figure shows
the traditional generation of the TT test sequence: FSMM is transformed into an Eulerian graph
GE and an Euler tour inGE is generated. The Euler tour of graphGE corresponds to the TT test
sequence of FSMM , which can be applied for the system under test (SUT). The lower part of the
figure shows how the sequence of changes affects the generation of TT. The changes turn FSMM
into FSMM ′. Instead of repeating the previous operations onM ′, our KGE algorithm (proposed
in Section 4.1) maintains graphGE across the given sequence of changes to keep it Eulerian; the
resulting graph is denoted byG′

E . The KET algorithm (introduced in Section 4.2) maintains the
Euler tour ofG′

E , which corresponds to the TT sequence of the modified FSMM ′. Then this TT
test sequence can be applied to the modified system (SUT v2).

4.1. An algorithm to keep the graph Eulerian

In this section we propose an algorithm called Keep Graph Eulerian (KGE) to keep graphG′

E Eule-
rian through changes ifGE had been Eulerian. An edge of the original graphG or G′ is called an
original edge. An edge is called anextra edgeif it is a duplication of an edge of the original graph
to be transformed in an augmented Eulerian graphGE orG′

E . In the rest of this paper we denote the
number of extra edges in the augmented graph byx.

Our algorithm consists of two main logical units, which solve two different subproblems:

1. A procedure that balances a given pair of nodes which have become unbalanced.

2. A main task that determines how the different types of changes turn the nodes of graphGE

unbalanced, and uses the procedure above to balance them.

First, a quick overview of the KGE algorithm is given along with a demonstration through an exam-
ple. Detailed solutions for Subproblems 1 and 2 are presented in Sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2, respec-
tively.

In a nutshell, our KGE algorithm creates newvirtual extra edgesbetween nodes, which have become
unbalanced after the changes. The KGE algorithm substitutes these virtual extra edges into the
sequence of “real” extra edges – i.e. it duplicates edges that are present in the original graph. First,
the path between two unbalanced nodes is found by breadth-first search, the edges of the path are
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calledon-path edges. After that, the algorithm checks whether the new on-path edges produce cycles
with other extra edges. If they do, then the algorithm deletes these cycles, i.e. eliminates their edges1.
To determine and delete the cycles consisting of extra edges, the KGE algorithm identifies the SCCs
of the graph made up of extra edges using Tarjan’s algorithm [30].

When the KGE algorithm terminates, all unbalanced nodes havebecome balanced2. The resulting
graphG′

E will become Eulerian and the subgraph on the extra edges is again acyclic.

(a)
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Figure 3. KGE algorithm example

KGE algorithm example: Here we demonstrate how our KGE algorithm keeps the graph balanced
after a change has been made. We use the following notations in the figures: Continuous lines rep-
resent original edges (i.e. the transitions of the FSM). Extra edges, which make the graph balanced,
are shown with dotted lines.

We have an Eulerian graphGE of FSMM – see Figure 3(a) – and an edge changes3 → s4 ⇒ s3 →
s1 that turns it intoG′

E of FSMM ′.

The KGE algorithm creates a virtual extra edge that originates from the new destination node (s1,
whered+(s1) < d−(s1)) and leads to the old destination node (s4, whered+(s4) > d−(s4)) of the
changed edge – see Figure 3(b). Then it runs a breadth-first search in order to substitute the virtual
extra edge. Thes1 → s2 → s4 path is selected – see Figure 3(c). In the next step, the algorithm
identifies the SCCs consisting of extra edges.SCC1 = {s1, s2}, SCC2 = {s3}, SCC3 = {s4}
components were found. OnlySCC1 contains more than one node. Thus, the algorithm runs a
depth-first search inSCC1 of extra edges from the last nodes2 of the component’s path-section in
order to find cycles made up of extra edges. Thes2 → s1 edge is found, which forms a cycle with
thes1 → s2 on-path edge, making the algorithm delete this cycle. As no more extra edges remain
in SCC1, the algorithm terminates – the result is shown in Figure 3(d).

1The reason why the cycle can be eliminated is that each extra edge has a corresponding original edge. Thus each edge of the
original graph will be covered by the Euler tour ofG

′

E and the length of this tour can be reduced with the elimination of cycles
formed by extra edges.
2If it is not possible to balance all unbalanced nodes (because the givensequence of changes broke the strongly connected
condition), this is also highlighted by the algorithm.
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4.1.1. Balancing unbalanced nodes

In this section we discuss the procedures that substitute the virtual extra edge between two unbal-
anced nodes and eliminate cycles consisting of extra edges in more detail.

Procedure A: Substituting the virtual edgesy → sx:

• STEP 1: Create a new virtual extra edge fromsy to sx.

• STEP 2: Make a depth-first search on extra edges fromsx to sy to check if the new virtual
extra edge forms a cycle with other extra edges.

– STEP 2.1:If Yes: Delete the whole cycle. Then the procedure terminates.
– STEP 2.2:If No: Substitute the virtual extra edge step by step:

∗ STEP 2.2.1: Run a breadth-first search fromsy to sx on the original edges of the
graph. Select a shortest path fromsy to sx, and create extra edges – referred to as
on-path edges– for each edge along thissy → . . . → sx path. If such path does
not exists, then the algorithm shown that the given changes have broken the strongly
connected property of the graph and the algorithm terminates.

∗ STEP 2.2.2:Identify the SCCs of the graph of extra edges using Tarjan’s algorithm
[30].

∗ STEP 2.2.3: In each non-singleton SCC eliminate cycles with a depth-first search
on extra edges except on-path edges using procedure B to be defined bellow.

Procedure B: Eliminating cycles inSCCC :

• STEP 1: Mark all nodes that lie on on-path edges – referred to ason-path nodes– in SCCC

with C.

• STEP 2: Let the consecutive on-path edges inSCCC found by procedure A be denoted by
pC . Get the lastC nodesb of pC while it is to be found; if no moreC nodes remain, the
procedure terminates.

– STEP 2.1: Run a depth-first search fromsb on extra edges ofSCCC that have not yet
been visited, except for on-path edgespC .
∗ STEP 2.1.1: If a pathqb→a from nodesb to an on-path nodesa marked withC is

found, then the edges ofqb→a create a cycle with consecutive on-path edgespa→b.
Thus, delete the edges ofqb→a andpa→b. Remove theC marking for all on-path
nodes ofpa→b except for the first on-path nodesa. If only one node remains inC
(the first on-path node inSCCC) then remove itsC marking.

∗ STEP 2.1.2: Otherwise, all investigated edges are assigned avisited marker. If
all edges reachable from theC nodesa are marked asvisited, then remove theC
marking from nodesa.

In order to show the correctness of the KGE algorithm, we prove the following two claims.

Lemma 4.1. After STEP 2.2.1 of procedure A, a non-singleton SCC of extraedges contains con-
secutive subset of on-path edges.

Proof:
The extra edges formed a DAG before changes. The reason for this is that Chinese Postman Algo-
rithms generate optimal solutions and we assume unit cost for each edge, thus extra edges cannot
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form cycles (otherwise cycles consisting of extra edges canbe deleted, which makes a better solu-
tion, thus the original solution was not optimal). Thus, each non-singleton SCC of extra edges has
at least one on-path edge.

For the consecutive property, assume that this is not true, and thev1 → . . . → u1 andv2 → . . . → u2

(v1 6= u1 6= v2 6= u2) sections of consecutive on-path edges, which do not overlap, are found in
the same SCC, but theu1 → . . . → v2 section is not. Let this SCC be denoted bySCCX . There
is a directed path from each node ofSCCX to any other node ofSCCX . Thus, there is a directed
path fromu1 to any other node ofSCCX and v2 is reachable from any other node ofSCCX .
Conversely, from each node of the missingu1 → . . . → v2 section any other node ofSCCX is
accessible, and fromSCCX all nodes of the missingu1 → . . . → v2 section are accessible. Thus,
theu1 → . . . → v2 section of consecutive on-path edges belongs toSCCX . This contradicts the
initial assumption. ut

Lemma 4.2. After procedure A terminates, the graph of extra edges remains DAG.

Proof:
As the graph of extra edges had been a DAG before the changes took place, cycles can only be formed
with new extra edges added by procedure A described above. Ifa virtual extra edge has formed a
cycle with other extra edges it is eliminated in step 2.1 of procedure A. Otherwise procedure A
substitutes the virtual extra edge into a sequence of “real”extra edges and identify SCCs of extra
edges. The new extra edges that lie between different SCCs donot form cycles with other extra
edges, otherwise they would belong to a non-singleton SCC. All new extra edges that used to belong
to a non-singleton SCC have been deleted in the cycle elimination phase of procedure B or verified
not to form a cycle with other extra edges. Thus, no cycles areleft when procedure A terminates.ut

When procedure A terminates, the subgraph on the extra edges remains acyclic. Our solution does
not guarantee that it finds a minimal cost Eulerian graph, however our simulations in Section 4.4
show that in practice it is not far from the optimal solution produced by traditional, batch algorithms
even in the case of extensive changes.

4.1.2. Handling changes

In the following we investigate how the different types of changes discussed in Section 2.3 unbalance
the nodes ofGE and how we can handle this using the procedures described in Section 4.1.1.

The algorithm goes through the given sequence of changes andhandles them in the following ways:

Adding an edge: If the added edge is a loop, i.e. its source and the destination nodes are the same,
then the graph remains balanced, thus no further action is required. Otherwise, two nodes become
unbalanced: the source and the destination of the new edge. Let these nodes be denoted bysx andsy,
respectively. Using procedure A (described in Section 4.1.1) create a new virtual extra edge between
these unbalanced nodes – from nodesy whered−(sy) > d+(sy) to nodesx whered−(sx) < d+(sx)
and substitute it.

Removing an edge: If the removed edge is a loop, i.e. its source and the destination nodes are the
same, then the graph remains balanced, thus no further action is required. Otherwise, two nodes
are unbalanced after a given edge has been removed: the source and the destination of the removed
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edge, denoted bysy andsx, respectively. Create a new virtual extra edge from nodesy to nodesx
and then substitute it. If the removed edge has extra copies,remove them as well and create virtual
extra edges for these extra copies3. If one or more nodes have become unreachable after the change
(i.e. the strongly connected assumption does not hold anymore), then the algorithm discovers this
when it substitutes the virtual extra edgesy → sx step by step: it visits every edge with breadth-first
search from nodesy and there are still unreachable nodes.

Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge: The given change modifies only an edge
label of the graph, but does not affect its structure; the graph remains Eulerian.

Changing the destination of an edge: After the destination of an edge is changed, two nodes
become unbalanced: the oldsx and the new destinationsy of the changed edge. Create a new virtual
extra edge from nodesy to nodesx and substitute it. If the changed edge has extra copies, change
their destination also and create a virtual extra edge for each of these extra copies3.

Adding a node with one incoming and one outgoing edge: A new node is added to the graph with
a new edge originating from it, and the destination of an existing edge is changed so that it leads to
the new node. Let the destination node of the new edge originating from the added node be denoted
by sy and the previous destination node of that edge leading now tothe newly added node be denoted
by sx. If sy = sx, then the graph remains balanced, thus no further action is required. Otherwise,
two nodes are unbalanced:sy andsx. Create a new virtual extra edge fromsy to sx and substitute
it.

Removing a node: After the selected node and all edges originating from or leading to it are deleted,
the following method is applied to each removed edge:

• If an edge originating from the removed node, then the in-degreed−(sj) of nodesj that the
removed edge was leading to is decreased by one:d−(sj) := d−(sj)− 1.

• If an edge was leading to the removed node, then the out-degree d+(sk) of nodesk that the
removed edge originated from is decreased by one:d+(sk) := d+(sk)− 1.

For all unbalanced node-pairs one by one4:

• Create a new virtual extra edge from a nodesy whered−(sy) > d+(sy) to a nodesx where
d−(sx) < d+(sx) and then substitute it.

The algorithm terminates when all nodes of the graph have become balanced.

4.2. An algorithm to maintain the Euler tour

In this section we propose an algorithm called Keep Euler Tour (KET) to keep an Euler tour update
in an Eulerian graph. The input of the algorithm consists of (1) an Euler tour in graphGE before
the changes in next-node representation (see Section 2.4),(2) the list of changes and (3) an Eulerian
graphG′

E generated by the KGE algorithm proposed in Section 4.1. As the Euler tour is given in
next-node representation, its maintenance can be reduced to the maintenance of a spanning treeT
(the edge of which are directed towards the root). Without loss of generality we assume that the
spanning treeT comprises exclusively of original edges.

3In this case we do not need to run breadth-first search again as the shortest path fromsy to sx was found previously.
4It is possible that after the change has been applied the graph remains balanced (for instance the removed node was an isolated
node or for each node, where incoming edges have been removed thesame number of outgoing edges have been also removed).
In this case no virtual edge is added and substituted.
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First, we introduce terms and notations used in the description of the algorithm. Let the ordered list
of edges originating from nodesx be denoted byLx and the ordered lists of edges for all nodes by
L = {L1, . . . , Ln}. We refer to the edges of the spanning treeT asspanning edges. We denote
by MOD the following set of nodes: (i) nodes for which the directed path in the spanning tree are
removed or changed during the update process, (ii) nodes which are added to the graph. A work set
is also used to keep track of these nodes, for which the new spanning edge has not yet been generated
– denoted byMODWork. As a result an edge is avalid spanning edgeof nodesx (except for root
nodesr) if it has the last sequential number inLx, andsx does not belong to the setMODWork. A
subtree of the spanning treeT having nodesi as root will be referred to asTsi .

Our algorithm consists of three main logical units:

1. Procedures that describe frequently used steps that can be applied to update the Euler tour
through edge changes.

2. A main task that determines how the different types of changes affect the next-node represen-
tation of the Euler tour and uses Procedures 1 to maintain it.

3. A task that constructs a subgraph forMODwork nodes in order to create new spanning edges
for them.

A quick overview of the KET algorithm is given along with a demonstration through an example,
the details of the three units of the KET algorithm are described in Sections 4.2.1, 4.2.2 and 4.2.3,
respectively.

The KET algorithm maintains for each nodesk, k = 1, . . . , n the sequential numbers inLk so that
the spanning edge remains the last one in the ordered list of edgesLk. If a spanning edge was
removed, the algorithm tries to find a new spanning edge, which leads to a node, that has a valid
spanning edge. If this is not possible, the node is put into the setMODwork. Another procedure
is introduced to maintainL when a virtual extra edge was substituted by the KGE algorithm. After
the given sequence of changes have been handled, the KET algorithm creates spanning edges for
MODwork nodes.

When the KET algorithm terminates, the resultingL with root nodesr gives a valid Euler tour of
G′

E in the next-node representation form.
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Figure 4. KET algorithm example
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KET algorithm example: We demonstrate the KET algorithm with the example introduced in
Section 4.1: edge changes3 → s4 ⇒ s3 → s1 turns Eulerian graphGE of FSMM (Figure 4(a))
into G′

E of FSM M ′ (Figure 4(b)). Again, the original edges (i.e. the transitions of the FSM) are
represented with continuous lines, and the extra edges – which make the graph balanced – are shown
with dotted lines. The labels of edges represent the sequential numbers of edges inL used by the TT
test sequence.

The KET algorithm maintains an Euler tour with the roots1 and the spanning edges{s2 → s1, s3 →
s4, s4 → s2} – see Figure 4(a) – as they have the last sequential numbers inL2, L3 andL4, respec-
tively. The changeds3 → s4 edge was a spanning edge in the Eulerian graphGE , so the starting
nodes3 is put into the setMOD. The algorithm discovers that thes3 → s1 edge leads to a non-
MODWork node, so it markss3 → s1 as a spanning edge, i.e. this edge receives the last sequential
number inL3. When the virtual edge was substituted with the KGE algorithm, one extra edge was
created and one extra edge was removed, which did not affect the spanning tree, but modified the or-
der of edges inL2 – the final solution is shown in Figure 4(b). The TT test sequence of the modified
FSMM ′ is started at root nodes1 of the spanning treeT and always uses an unused edge that has
the lowest sequential number in the ordered list of edges, until s1 is reached and all edges of node
s1 are traversed.

4.2.1. Maintaining the ordered list of edges

In this section a detailed description is given for the procedures that handle frequently used steps in
the maintenance of the Euler tour given in next-node representation form.

After the graph is balanced with the KGE method proposed in Section 4.1 we need the following
procedures to maintain the Euler tour ofG′

E :

1. Adding a new non-spanning edge to nodesx: The new edge is added to the graph as follows:
the order of old edges inLx remains unchanged, except for the last edge, the spanning edge,
which would be raised by one to remain the last inLx. The new edge gets a sequential number
in Lx that is lower by one than that of the spanning edge.

2. Adding a spanning edge to nodesx: The edge is added as the last element ofLx.

3. Removing a non-spanning edge from nodesx: If the removed edge was the last non-
spanning edge inLx, then the sequential number of the spanning edge inLx is decreased
by one. Otherwise, the last non-spanning edge gets the sequential number of the removed
edge inLx and the sequential number of the spanning edge is decreased by one inLx.

4. Removing a spanning edge from nodesx: The algorithm adds all nodes of the subtreeTsx

to the setsMOD andMODWork. Then it checks whether there is another edge originating
from nodesx that leads to a non-MODWork node.

• If Yes: The edge is set as a new spanning edge, i.e. it gets a last sequential number inLx.
All nodes of the previously used subtreeTsx are removed from the setMODWork.

• If No: The algorithm creates new spanning edges forMODWork nodes after all changes
have been applied to the pattern that is described in Section4.2.3.

5. Virtual edge substitution handling: As a virtual extra edge was substituted by the KGE al-
gorithm, two cases could have occurred: extra edges (on-path edges) were added or some extra
edges (that formed a cycle with on-path edges) were removed.As the spanning tree contains
only original edges, the algorithm maintains the sequential numbers inL using procedure 1
and 3.
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4.2.2. Handling changes

In this section the main task is described in detail which determines, how the different types of
changes introduced in Section 2.3 affect the next-node representation of the Euler tour and how they
can be handled with the procedures discussed in Section 4.2.1.

The KET algorithm goes through the given sequence of changesand handles them in the following
ways:

Adding an edge: We check whether the new edge is originating from aMODWork node – a node
which does not have a valid spanning edge5 – and is leading to a node that does not belong to the
setMODWork. If it does, the new edge is marked as a spanning edge using procedure 2 and the
source node of this edge is removed fromMODWork. Otherwise, the new edge is added using
procedure 1. If a virtual extra edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must be handled
using procedure 5.

Removing an edge: Check, whether the removed edge was a spanning edge and thenthe given edge
is removed using procedure 3 or 4. If a virtual extra edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm,
it must be handled using procedure 5.

Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge: No action is required.

Changing the destination of an edge: Check whether the changed edge originating from nodesx
was a spanning edge.

• If it was, and it still leads to a non-MODWork node, it remains a spanning edge; nodes of
subtreeTsx are added only to the setMOD.

• If the changed edge was a spanning edge, and after the change it leads to aMODWork node,
then procedure 4 is used.

• Otherwise, do nothing.

As a virtual extra edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must be handled using proce-
dure 5.

Adding a node with one incoming and one outgoing edge: We add the new node to the setMOD.
The edge that originated from the new node is a new spanning edge if this edge leads to a node which
is not in the setMODWork. If this edge leads to a node that belongs to the setMODWork, then
the new node is added to the setMODWork, too. For the case when the destination of an edge is
changed in order to lead to the new node apply the case that handles the change of the destination of
an edge. If a virtual extra edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must be handled using
procedure 5.

Removing a node: Check whether there are any nodes that have a spanning edge leading to the
removed node. Letsi denote these nodes.

• If No: Do nothing.

• If Yes: We add thesesi nodes and all nodes in subtreesTsi to the setsMOD andMODWork.
For all i we check whether there is another edge originating fromsi to a non-MODWork

node.

– If Yes: We set this edge as a spanning edge, i.e. this edge gets the last sequential num-
ber inLi. The investigated nodesi and other nodes inTsi are removed from the set
MODWork.

5This case may be realized if a spanning edge has been removed in a previous step.
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– If No: The algorithm creates new spanning edges forMODWork nodes after all changes
have been applied to the pattern described in Section 4.2.3.

If a virtual extra edge has been substituted by the KGE algorithm, it must be handled using procedure
5.

4.2.3. Creating new spanning edges

In this section, we discuss the task in detail which creates new spanning edges forMODWork nodes.

After all changes have been applied, we construct a subgraphof G′

E denoted asR in the following
way: (I) For eachMODWork node there is a corresponding node inR. (II) For each original edge
betweenMODWork nodes there is an edge inR. (III) If there is an edge inG′

E originating from
aMODWork node leading to a non-MODWork node, the givenMODWork node inR is marked
with the corresponding edge. We select the marked nodes, setthe marked edges as new spanning
edges and remove the marked nodes fromMODWork. Then we run a breadth-first search inR from
the first marked node using the opposite edge directions. If we reach aMODWork node, we remove
it from MODWork and set the edge that was used to reach that node as a new spanning edge using
procedure 2. We continue the breadth-first search using the opposite edge directions until the set
of MODWork nodes becomes empty or until every edge inR (that can be traversed from marked
nodes using breadth-first search) is traversed.

When the KET algorithm terminates, the nodes that belong to the setMODWork are unreachable
nodes from the root of the spanning treeT . Thus, the algorithm is able to show if the strongly
connected condition do not hold after a series of changes is applied to the augmented graphGE of
FSMM .

4.3. Calculating complexity

Let the number of nodes and edges in the original – non-augmented – graph be denoted byn andm,
respectively. Let the number of extra edges in the augmentedgraph be denoted byx.

4.3.1. Complexity calculation of the KGE algorithm

First, we discuss the complexity of procedures described inSection 4.1.1. To create a virtual extra
edge fromsy to sx requiresO(1) step. To make a depth-first search on extra edges and to check
if the virtual extra edge forms a cycle with other extra edgesboth have complexity ofO(x). The
breadth-first search fromsy has complexityO(m+ n). Tarjan’s algorithm [30] identifies the SCCs
of extra edges inO(n + x) complexity. To run depth-first search in each SCC and to delete cycles
formed by extra edges requiresO(n+x) steps. Thus, the total complexity of virtual edge substitution
described in Section 4.1.1 isO(m+ n+ x) = O(m+ x).

Let us investigate the complexity of the KGE algorithm across different type of changes (see Section
4.1.2). Adding an edge or adding a node with one incoming and one outgoing edge requiresO(m+
x) steps as at most one virtual extra edge substitution is required. If an edge is removed or the
destination of an edge is changed and no extra copies of the changed edge were present thenO(m+
x) steps are required for the reason as previously. If the changed edge has extra copies, the algorithm
creates and substitutes a virtual extra edge for each extra copy of the changed edge, but in this case no
breadth-first search is performed during virtual edge substitution (see footnote 3 of Section 4.1.2).
Thus, the complexity isO(m + p1 · (n + x)), wherep1 denotes the number of modified edges
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(including the original edge and its extra edges). In case a node is removed, the algorithm creates
at mostp2 virtual extra edges, wherep2 denotes the sum of original and extra edges leading to the
removed node from other nodes. Hence the complexity of removing a node isO(p2 · (m + x)).
Changing the output symbol in the label of an edge requiresO(1) step, because this change does not
affect the structure of the graph.

Thus, the total complexity of the KGE algorithm isO(p · (m+ x)), wherep denotes the number of
changed edges inGE .

4.3.2. Complexity calculation of the KET algorithm

Like in the previous section, we begin discussing the complexity of procedures described in Section
4.2.1. Procedures 1-3 haveO(1) complexity for obvious reasons. Procedure 4 hasO(n) complexity,
because if a spanning edge was removed from a node,n − 1 nodes were added to the setsMOD
andMODWork in the worst case. The complexity calculation for procedure5 is as follows: When
a virtual edge is substituted by the KGE algorithm, at mostn− 1 extra edges are added or removed,
so procedure 5 updates the sequential numbers inL for at mostn − 1 edges, each one withO(1)
complexity using procedure 1 or 3. Thus, procedure 5 hasO(n) complexity in the worst case.

The complexity of handling changes depends on the type of thechange (see Section 4.2.2). Changing
the output symbol in the label of an edge requiresO(1) step for the same reason as discussed in
Section 4.3.1. Adding an edge or adding a node with one incoming and one outgoing edge requires
O(n) steps because of procedure 5. If an edge was removed or the destination of an edge was
changed and no extra copies of the changed edge were present,O(n) steps are required because of
procedures 4 and 5. If the changed edge hasp1 − 1 extra copies, the first algorithm has also created
and substituted a virtual extra edge for each of them, so the complexity of this case isO(p1 · n).
When a node was removed, the first algorithm created and substitutedp2 virtual extra edges, each of
them must be handled with procedure 5 withO(n) sets, and a maximum ofn − 1 nodes are added
to the setsMOD andMODWork, thus the complexity of this case isO(p2 · n).

Finally, the KET algorithm creating a subgraphR of G′

E for MODWork nodes as discussed Section
4.2.3, which requiresO(∆) complexity, where∆ < m denotes the number of edges in R.

Thus, the total complexity of the KET algorithm which maintains an Euler tour ofG′

E isO(∆+p·n),
wherep denotes the number of changed edges inGE and0 ≤ ∆ < m.

4.3.3. Overall Complexity

The total complexity of the KGE and KET algorithms that incrementally maintain a Transition Tour
test sequence is thereforeO(p · (m+ x)) in the worst case, wherep denotes the number of changed
edges inGE .

4.4. Simulation results

We implemented the traditional TT-method and our algorithms as well in C++ using the LEMON
[19] library. Our incremental algorithms utilize the auxiliary information generated initially by
batch algorithms – as shown previously in Figure 2. To be ableto compare batch and incremental
algorithms for the same system version, test cases for the modified machineM ′ were generated with
the batch method as well. For the simulations we used operating system Linux Gentoo 3.4.6, which
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runs on an AMD Opteron 246 processor with 1993 MHz clock frequency, 1024 KB cache and with
4 GB memory.

We generated random FSMs to investigate the practical performance of the traditional and the in-
cremental TT-method. The random FSM generator ensures the strongly connected property in the
following way: A directed cycle is created that traverses each state of the FSM, then transitions are
added randomly until the predefined number of transitions has been attained.

We investigated the case when transitions were added to or removed from the original FSM, because
these types of changes can be easily handled, and it gives representative results. Each data point in
the figures had been obtained by averaging 10 simulation runs.

In the following we analyze how our algorithms perform against the traditional TT-method. We
investigate two different scenarios: In Scenario 1 each state of the FSM before changes – denoted
with M – has 5 transitions in average, and in Scenario 2 each state ofthe FSMM has 25 transitions
on average.

Figure 5. Running times of incremental TT and batch TT in Scenario 1

Figure 6. The gain of the incremental TT compared to the batchTT in Scenario 1

First, consider Scenario 1. Figure 5 shows the running time of the traditional TT-method and the
incremental TT-method in the case of 10 changes. Instead of investigating running times, it is more
rewarding to analyze how the running times of the traditional and the incremental TT-method corre-
late. We define the variableGain, which describes the gain of our incremental TT-method compared
to the traditional TT-method and it is calculated as follows: Gain =

ttradTT

tincTT

, wherettradTT
is the
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Figure 7. The difference in the number of transition traversals compared to the optimal solution in Scenario 1

running time of the traditional TT-method, andtincTT
is the running time of our incremental TT-

method measured in seconds. Thus, the higher theGain value, the better the performance as com-
pared to the traditional approach. For instanceGain = 100 means that our incremental TT-method
generates the test sequence a hundred times faster than the traditional TT-method. The results for 2,
10 and 50 changes are shown in Figure 6. The cost for this high gain is that our KGE algorithm does
not guarantee an optimal solution, however our simulationsin Figure 7 indicate that the difference
from the optimal solution is not significant. An another important aspect is that the difference of the
length of the test sequence compared to the optimal solutiondoes not decline against the number of
states.

Figure 8. The gain of the incremental TT compared to the batchTT in Scenario 2

We also investigate Scenario 2, when the given FSMM is denser; 25 transitions on average are set
for each state ofM . Figure 8 shows the gain of our incremental algorithm compared to the traditional
one. Figure 9 depicts the difference of the number of transition traversals compared to the optimal
solution. We found that our algorithm is even more efficient compared to the traditional one than in
the case of sparse graphs and the generated solution is even closer to the optimal one.

We also investigate how the number of changes affect the increase in the length of the test sequence
compared to the traditional TT-method. The number of stateswas fixed at 50, and each state of the
machine has 5 transitions on average as in the case of Scenario 1. Each data point in the figure was
obtained by averaging 50 simulation runs. The results are presented in Figure 10. We observe that
even in the case of thousands of edge changes, the differencefrom the optimal solution is typically
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Figure 9. The difference in the number of transition traversals compared to the optimal solution in Scenario 2

Figure 10. The difference from the optimal solution againstthe number of changes

less than 20 percent, which is an acceptable cost in the lightof the increased performance in test
generation.

The results show that our solution is not only a theoretical approach, but it is far more efficient than
the traditional TT-method in case of changing specifications. The algorithms require much less time
to keep the test sequence up-to-date than the TT-method and it performs even better as the size of
the system increases. It has been shown, that the generated test case is not far from the optimal one
even in the case of thousands of changes.

5. Conclusion

We have presented bounded incremental algorithms to maintain the Transition Tour test sequence
for finite state machine models across updates. Nevertheless, our solution can be used in different
routing problems too. Our approach assumes a changing specification and utilizes an existing test
set of the previous version to keep a complete test set efficiently up-to-date. For each update of
the system a complete test set is generated with the same fault detection capability as that of a
traditional TT-method. Both analytical calculations and experiments indicate that our approach is
very efficient in case of large, changing specifications. Therefore, our algorithms are serviceable
in real testing environments – such as software testing – through development phase, because they
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provide much faster test generation than the traditional approach, while the increment in the length
of the test sequence remains acceptable. As a result, our approach assures a good balance between
the very efficient generation of test sequence through updates and the nearly optimal length of this
test sequence.
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